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ABSTRACT
Verifying protocol implementations via application analysis can be
cumbersome. Rapid development cycles of both the protocol and
applications that use it can hinder up-to-date analysis. A better
approach is to use formal models to characterize the applications
platform and then verify the protocol through analysis of the net-
work traffic tied to the models. To test this method, the popular
protocol OAuth is considered. Currently, formal models of OAuth
do not take into consideration the mobile environment, and im-
plementation verification is largely based on code analysis. Our
preliminary results are two fold; we sketch an extension to a formal
model that incorporates the specifics of the Android platform and
classify OAuth device types using machine learning on encrypted
VPN traffic.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Networks→ Protocol correctness;Application layer proto-
cols; • Security and privacy → Formal security models; Malware
and its mitigation;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Protocols can be hard to implement. Developers might not realize
the importance of certain features, or find the protocol hard to
follow . This can lead to vulnerabilities in the applications them-
selves, and subject the service they use to abuse. Given the massive
amounts of user generated data, authorization is a property that
is at the forefront of this atmosphere. One popular protocol that
handles this interaction is Open Authorization (OAuth). OAuth has
been that subject of many conversations that revolve around its
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various, and often vulnerable, implementations. Developers often
confuse its role as an authorization protocol with an authentication
protocol, or they use the wrong operation mode by not enabling
important extensions [1]. This has promoted a response from the
community for techniques to verify the implementations.

There have been several works in this regard. Efforts like Proverif
[8] and those mentioned in [10] rely on formal methods. The work
of Wang et al assess vulnerability in OAuth implementations but
does so through code analysis [11]. While these methods have their
advantages, they can lack agility in dealing with rapid development
cycles and can require large resources of time and computation.
We approach the problem from a network perspective. Network
traffic analysis is attractive because it abstracts out many of the
limits of other techniques. You do not need deep access to the
source code, the same techniques can be applied across device
types, protocol extensions, and implementation details. However,
one hurdle to get over is the use of traffic encryption. This makes
network traffic harder as it masks the data from analysis. To get
over this challenge, we propose leveraging the formal protocol
model to increase our ability to successfully analyze the encrypted
traffic. What is presented here is a brief extension to an OAuth
formal model that characterizes the Android platform, results from
OAuth device fingerprinting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we
briefly summarize OAuth, in section 3 we describe a baseline ap-
proach to OAuth device detection, in section 4 we sketch an Android
Model extension, and in section 5 we conclude.

2 OAUTH
Open Authorization (OAuth) is a protocol that allows third party
access to a users resources at another location [6]. It represents a
mechanism which is commonly invoked by the prompts like "Login
with Facebook" or "Login with Google". This protocol has several
entities like the identity provider (IdP), the Relying Party (RP), and
the web browser. The IdP manages users’ credentials and private
resources. The RP or client is a third party that is supposed to gain
access to your data at the IdP. The browser is just a typical web
browser that allows the user to visit the RP and IdP.

OAuth has various modes of operation: client credentials, re-
source owner password credentials, implicit, and authorization
code mode. All modes have their uses, but the authorization code
mode is the most encompassing one and hence it will be used as
the example for the rest of this paper. This mode has the following
steps: The user first visits the RP website where they can login
with an existing identity. When they click on the "Login with..."
button, they are redirected to the IdP. At the IdP, they login and
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Figure 1: OAuth in the web vs. the mobile environment – bypassing HTTPS context on the mobile.

grant resource access to the RP. Once the user is verified with a
user name and password, they are redirected to the RP with a code.
This code is taken by the RP and exchanged for a token. The RP
is supposed to access your resources (such as a profile) with this
access token.

This base protocol works for the general web, but is not enough
for the mobile phone. Figure 1 shows the difference in configuration
of the entities in the web system as compared to that in a mobile
phone. On the web, both the RP and the IdP are protected by the
HTTPS protocol, confirming the identity of the sender (according
to the certificate authority) and protecting the messages from tam-
pering. There exists no comparable mechanism that is present at
the operating system level. While an interception style attack is
generally not attractive, this allows any application installed on the
device to send messages to the RP. There are many more attacks on
OAuth such as phishing, covert redirects, and repackaging. Lu et al.
published a comprehensive overview of vulnerabilities related to
single sign on, particularly on Android [9].

3 DETECTING DEVICES ON ENCRYPTED
NETWORK

This section describes a brief experiment in which we classify net-
work devices based on their type (desktop or rasberry pi) while
they sign in with OAuth. Traffic will be collected from networked
devices trying to access an external service over a VPN. They will
act as a user requesting access to a resource. Their network traffic
will be fed into the Weka program to perform machine learning
classification [5].

The network contains a Raspberry Pi (model B) [4], a desktop
with browser, and a proxy server connected via a home network
router. The desktop and proxy server are virtual machines. The
Raspberry Pi is running Rasbian, a Debian based OS. They connect
via OAuth to an external web sever. The desktop acts as a control,
allowing the traffic analysis to be compared to a standard OAuth
scenario. It is running Ubuntu with the Chrome web browser. It
will be run through the Chrome development tools backend server
to make OAuth requests by loading crafted URLs using python.

The proxy will run Ubuntu server with the necessary network
routes to collect all network traffic. The incoming traffic is from
the Pi and virtual desktop and is encrypted with a Virtual Private

Network (VPN). Before it leaves the network, the proxy collects the
VPN packets for inspection. Each set of packets will be combined
and labeled with contextual information like what step of OAuth is
occurring. The traffic is then decrypted an sent externally as regular
Internet traffic.

All of the end devices connect to the service that is external to the
network above. This service will support OAuth for authorization.
Devices will authenticate with the service using one of the OAuth
flows defined in [6]. They will then request access to a resource, a
profile for instance.

3.1 Features
Tomeasure the system, a set of features will be derived from the net-
work trace. For each OAuth run, there will be a number of packets.
These packets will contain attributes, such as packet length, that
will be analyzed to find averages, standard deviations, etc. Zhioua
et al used interesting features in their TOR browser fingerprinting
[12], and will be used as inspiration in these choices.

Currently, the list of features contains the following:
Entropy measures the Shannon entropy of the payload
Complexity is approximated via payload compression
Average Length of the packet
Average Time delta is the average time between packets
Pkt Count is the amount of packets
Figure 2 shows distinct clusters when visualizing the data. The

y-axis is the Shannon entropy listed above with the x-axis of each
graph being one of the features listed earlier. The clustering of
data comes from the fact that the different devices utilize different
configurations and values during OAuth, this effects measurement
such as packet count. These preliminary results show the feasibility
in detecting the different device types when they use OAuth over
an encrypted network and provided a baseline for improvement.
Using a formal model will help us describe, in detail, the OAuth
characteristics of the devices involved and we can then use these
to produce new features.

4 FORMAL MODELING
Up until now, modeling the security and safety of mobile phones
has received little attention, to the best of our knowledge. Khan
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Figure 2: Differentiating device types when signing in to
OAuth over a VPN

et al. model Android to further reason about application crashes
[7]. Smith and Coglio proposes several features in their model such
as activity history, event history, and memory stack [10]. These
approaches are all static in nature as they do not consider future
capabilities, like software updates, meaning when a new adversarial
vulnerability arises, the model might completely break down.

Fett et al. [3] introduced a model that showed OAuth secure with
respect to authentication and authorization. What this model did
not account for is the mobile native app and its protocol extensions
[2]. This was due to the inability of the model to accurately charac-
terize the new type of domain and the adversaries that existed in it.
The RP is now on the phone, directly interacting with the user, not
the browser. It is subjected to Android interprocess communication
with intents, as shown in Figure 1.

To get a sense of Fett et al’s methodology and to provide a tem-
plate, we can look at the definition provided for the Relying Parties’s
initial state. Definition 42 from [3] describes the RPs initial state:

Definition 42. A state s ∈ Z r of an RP r is a term of the form
⟨DNSAddress, idps, serviceTokens, loginSessions, keyMapping, sslkeys,
pendingDNS, pendingRequests, corrupt⟩ where DNSAddress ∈ IPs,
idps ∈ [Doms ×T N ] is a directory of IdP registration records, ser-
viceTokens ∈ [N × T N ], loginSessions ∈ [N × T N ] is a dictionary
of login session records, keyMapping ∈ [S × N ], sslkeys = sslkeysr,
pendingDNS ∈ [N × T N ], oendingRequests∈ [N × T N ], corrupt
∈ T N .

An initial state sr0 of r is a state of r with sr0 .idps being a dictio-
nary that maps each domain of all identity providers i to an IdP reg-
istration record for i at r, sr0 .serviceTokens = s

r
0 .loginSessions =

{}, sr0 .corrupt = ⊥, and sr0 .KeyMapping is the same as the keymap-
ping for browsers above.

Looking at this definition of an initial state, we can see that it
is built from ground terms akin to a web browser. Following the ex-
ample above, we can sketch a initial state definition for an Android
application.

Definition 1. an intent is a term in the form ⟨action, category, data,
scheme⟩ Where action ∈ A is the set of all actions for an activity,
category ∈ C is a category for an intent, data ∈ D represents the
data contained in the intent, scheme ∈ S serves as the intent scheme
chosen by the developer initiated at registration.

Definition 2. a view is a term in the form ⟨rid, onClickListeners⟩
Where rid ∈ R is the set of all ids for an activity category ∈ C is a
category for an intent.
Definition 3. eventHistory is modeled via Androids hierarchical
state machine
Definition 4. A state s ∈ Z of an Android application A is of the
form ⟨intents, views, listeners, eventHistory⟩ where intents ∈ I , views
∈ V , listeners ∈ L, and eventHistory ∈ E.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Presented here is motivation for new types of protocol implemen-
tation verification that can deal with changing atmosphere, a pre-
liminary experiment showing how to differentiate device types on
an encrypted network and sketching a formal model extension in
order to produce new features for our network analysis.

Combining the formal model with the network analysis allows
for a different approach to detecting flaws in OAuth implementa-
tions and even the standard itself. Future work would include fully
extending the model to encompass all the features of an Android
application, aiding in analysis. Then applying this technique across
a data set of common applications.
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